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S U M M A R Y
Antipodal diffracted, compressional wave (Pdiff) data analysed diametrically opposite three
large earthquakes have uniformly sampled 99% of the laterally heterogeneous zone above
Earth’s core–mantle boundary (D′′ in seismic nomenclature). These antipodal data offer a
fundamental gross Earth datum—a robust, global constraint on the average compressional
velocity at the base of the mantle. We use for the first time the seismic phase PKPAB as a
reference, which travels an identical mantle path as Pdiff, thereby cancelling common mantle
heterogeneity. Differential traveltimes between Pdiff, PKPAB and PKIKP are measured, appro-
priately making allowance for the phase shifts acquired in propagation. We have independently
confirmed the π/4 polar phase shift of Pdiff at the antipode. The global mean PKPAB − Pdiff

time is 136.5 ± 0.6 s. The global mean apparent velocity (13.05 km s−1) and ray parameter
(4.65 ± 0.01 s deg−1) are within the margin of error of prior Pdiff studies—which were dom-
inated by Northern Hemisphere paths—indicating that complementary, southern hemisphere
paths have a comparable, mean Pdiff apparent velocity. The seismic velocity constraints af-
forded by antipodal Pdiff and PKPAB suggest that the heterogeneous processes already observed
in D′′ may be broadly ascribed where D′′ coverage has been lacking or poorly resolved.
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I N T RO D U C T I O N

PKIKP travels straight through the centre of Earth, but is not the
fastest path from an earthquake to the diametrically opposite an-
ticentre or antipode. Rather, P waves diffracted (Pdiff) around the
core–mantle boundary (CMB) arrive earlier. The diffraction of P-
waves by the core was noted by Gutenberg (1914). Years later,
Gutenberg (1960) hypothesized, ‘as an effect of the concentration
of energy near the anticentre. . . Thus it follows that in great earth-
quakes the diffracted waves could well be observed as far as the
anticentre’. The first observation of antipodal Pdiff was made by
Rial (1978) for an MS = 7.1 New Zealand earthquake in 1968 ob-
served at PTO, Spain, at 179.25◦" distance and modelled by Rial
& Cormier (1980). Butler (1998), measured a PKIKP–Pdiff differ-
ential traveltime and polarization at PTGA antipodal (179.9◦") to
an Mw = 7.9 Minahassa Earthquake. This study extends Butler
(1998), incorporating two additional large earthquakes antipodal to
TAM Algeria and QIZ China, and using PKPAB as the Pdiff refer-
ence phase. The combined Fresnel zone for Pdiff from these three
events covers > 99% of the CMB–D′′ spherical shell, providing a
significant gross Earth datum (e.g. Backus & Gilbert 1968).

By measuring P–Pdiff residuals with respect to PREM between
pairs of co-azimuthal stations, two studies of Pdiff have attempted
to determine the global CMB mean Pdiff diffraction velocity by (1)

incorporating short period (T∼ 1 s) catalogue picks from the In-
ternational Seismological Centre (ISC; Sylvander et al. 1997), or
(2) cross-correlating long-period (25 s–80 s) P and Pdiff waveforms
(Euler & Wysession 2017). From this ‘patchwork’ of coverage dom-
inantly in the Northern Hemisphere, a mean diffraction, apparent
velocity is derived.

The under sampling of seismic station coverage in the Southern
Hemisphere and the unevenness of the global seismicity distribution
create a challenge for traditional seismic methods in deducing global
mean properties of the D′′ region of the lowermost mantle. By
bringing an independent measure of Pdiff at the antipode, we utilize
the averaging properties of the global Pdiff Fresnel zone to constrain
CMB diffraction, and compare with the prior ‘patchwork’ coverage.

C O R E – M A N T L E B O U N DA RY R E G I O N

The lowermost mantle, termed D′′ for historical reasons (e.g. Bullen
1949), borders Earth’s liquid outer core. The region has been found
to be significantly and laterally heterogeneous, and characterized
by negative, near-zero, or positive seismic velocity gradients in
different regions sampled by seismic body waves (see Lay 2015,
for an extensive review). Pdiff is one sampling methodology, which
also includes P, SV, SH, SVdiff, SHdiff, PcP, PKPAB, SKS, SKKS and
SPdiffKS.

C⃝ The Author(s) 2020. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of The Royal Astronomical Society. 1
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Cleary & Haddon (1972) and Bataille & Flattté (1988) observed
precursors to PKIKP in the distance range 125–143 ◦", which were
attributed to scattering near the Core-Mantle boundary. Hedlin et al.
(1997) enlarged the region of scattering to heterogeneity in the
lower mantle. An extensive analysis of ∼ 150 000 PKPDF precur-
sory recordings analysed in a frequency band 0.5–4 Hz confirms
scattering origins in the lower mantle and near the CMB (Mancinelli
et al. (2016). Nonetheless, for the antipodal distance range of this
study, no precursors were observed for either PKIKP or PKPAB.

P d i f f I N T H E S E I S M O L O G I C A L
L I T E R AT U R E

Observations

Other than the studies by Rial (1978), Rial & Cormier (1980), and
Butler (1998), prior Pdiff research has been limited to distances
short of the antipode (≤ 160 "◦). This literature includes: Sacks
(1966, 1967); Phinney & Alexander (1966, 1969); Alexander &
Phinney (1966); Phinney & Cathles (1969); Doornbos & Mondt
(1979a,b); Mula (1981); Ruff & Helmberger (1982); Wysession &
Okal (1989); Wysession et al. (1992); Souriau & Poupinet (1994);
Wysession (1996), Bataille & Lund (1996); Hock et al. (1997);
Sylvander et al. (1997); Wysession et al. (1999); Kárason & van
der Hilst (2001); Ritsema & van Heijst (2002); Koelemeijer et al.
(2013); Hosseini & Sigloch (2015); Euler & Wysession (2015), and
Hosseini et al. (2019)

Theory

Theoretical analyses of Pdiff were conducted by Scholte (1956);
Knopoff & Gilbert (1961); Phinney & Alexander (1966, 1969);
Alexander & Phinney (1966), Phinney & Cathles (1969), Doornbos
& Mondt (1979a,b), Mula & Müller (1980), and Aki & Richards
(1980). In particular, Knopoff & Gilbert (1961) showed that diffrac-
tion is primarily a geometrical phenomenon where there is no
change of phase. Alexander & Phinney (1966) and Aki & Richards
(1980) noted that the amplitude fall-off rate for diffraction at the
CMB is frequency and geocentric angle dependent, ∝ e−ω1/3("−"d) ,
where ω is angular frequency, " geocentric angle, and " d the edge
of the diffraction shadow zone.

Global Pdiff

Two Pdiff studies have attempted to estimate the global mean Pdiff

slowness: (1) Sylvander et al. (1997) investigated published ISC
Pdiff traveltimes (T ∼ 1 Hz) out to a distance of 130◦"—more
than 27 000 two-station profiles sampling the CMB. The overall
slowness distribution has a mean of 4.62 ± 0.11 s deg−1. (2) Euler
& Wysession (2015) measured Pdiff and SH diff ray parameters and
traveltimes from 117 earthquakes in 2000–2001, using broadband
correlation of synthetic seismograms generated for CMT sources.
Diffracted P waves (in the passband 25–80 s) were observed rarely
out to a distance of 160 "◦, and most profiles were less than 110
"◦. The overall mean Pdiff ray parameter is 4.63 ± 0.08 s deg−1.

Additionally, two studies incorporated Pdiff times in global to-
mography, but did not report the global mean of their data set:
(1) Hosseini & Sigloch (2015) measured Pdiff times for 1857
earthquakes to a distance of ∼ 140◦". Observed Pdiff were cross-
correlating with a synthetic seismogram incorporating a source-time
function derived by deconvolution of teleseismic P. Global mean

Pdiff times were removed based upon GSN station coverage. (2)
Hosseini et al. (2019) measured P, PP and Pdiff traveltimes follow-
ing the methodology of Hosseini & Sigloch (2015), and performed
a global tomographic inversion for earth structure. This inversion
incorporated ∼ 1.4 million Pdiff observations in the range 98–160
"◦ and 2.7–30 s period. Relative to the IASPEI91 model (Kennett
& Engdahl 1991) slow traveltime residuals were significantly more
numerous than fast residuals.

DATA A N D A NA LY S I S

Antipodal earthquakes

Butler (1998) presented an initial analysis of Pdiff at PTGA in the
equatorial Amazon basin of Brazil (Fig. 1), antipodal to the 1996
January 1, Mw = 7.9 Minahassa, Indonesia earthquake. Subse-
quently, two additional large earthquakes have illuminated antipodal
Pdiff traversing independent sections of D′′ (lowermost mantle) and
the Core-Mantle Boundary (CMB). Antipodal to TAM Algeria an
Mw = 7.6 occurred at the Tonga trench on March 19, 2009. Antipo-
dal to QIZ China the Iquique, Chile, Mw = 8.2 occurred on 2014
April 1 (Table 1).

Each of these earthquakes are sufficiently large that the cor-
responding antipodal station (180◦") falls within the area of the
USGS finite fault source models. Both the Tonga and Iquique events
were complex ruptures, initiated by smaller foreshocks. The dis-
tance "◦ from a station’s antipode to the section of finite fault with
greatest slip are: PTGA 0.09◦; TAM 0.37◦; and QIZ 0.76◦. Short pe-
riod Pdiff is not observed. Nonetheless, long-period components of
the sources show clear Pdiff arrivals. In practice, data were low-pass
filtered at 0.05 Hz (four-pole butterworth) to enhance Pdiff relative
to the microseism noise.

Differential traveltimes and phase shifts

Differential traveltimes have the advantage of removing common
mantle heterogeneity. Wysession (1996) and Butler (1998) used
PKIKP as the reference phase. However, as seen in Fig. 1, P and
PKIKP share a common path with Pdiff only in the near-source
and near-receiver vicinity. In this analysis PKPAB is the primary
reference phase, sharing the same ray surface in the mantle with
Pdiff. Where PKPAB refracts into the core, Pdiff diffracts around
the core. Both phases join together again in transiting through the
mantle from the CMB.

PKIKP is not amplified at the antipode, nor does it experience
any phase shift in propagation. Both PKPAB and Pdiff are amplified
(Rial & Cormier 1980; Butler 1986). PKPAB is phase shifted π

2
radians in propagation and experiences an additional polar phase
shift (Brune et al. 1961; Brune 1964; Hill 1974) of π

4 radians at
180◦. The origin of the π/4 polar phase shift at the antipode is
the merger of wavefields approaching ("< 180◦) the antipode (0◦

shifted) and the wavefields departing ("> 180◦) the antipode (90◦

shifted), combining at the antipode (" = 180◦) to a net π/4 or 45◦

phase shift.
The determination of differential seismic traveltimes requires

consistency in the phase of the compared arrivals. Therefore, a key
question is whether or not Pdiff experiences the same π

4 radians,
polar phase shift as PKPAB. To compare waveforms, the phases
must be adjusted to a common basis: PKIKP. For example, PKPAB

is phase shifted ( π
2 + π

4 ) = 3π
4 radians with respect to PKIKP. Cor-

recting the PKPAB phase shift by − 3π
4 , the PKIKP and [PKPAB ]− 3π

4
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Figure 1. Maps show the locations of earthquakes (red symbols) and corresponding antipodal stations (names highlighted in red). The locations of the antipodal
seismic stations are shown (yellow pins). Inset figure shows the ray paths for PKIKP (violet), PKPAB (dotted red) and Pdiff (blue). Path segments are labelled
in black. Pdiff and PKPAB share the same P-wave ray parameter and path in the mantle, indicated by downgoing P↘ and upgoing P↗. The outer core segment
of PKPAB is labelled KAB. The D′′ region at the base of the mantle is shown (orange), where D′′

diff is the CMB diffracted segment of Pdiff. Although ray paths
are shown in this cross-section, the antipodal energy arrives from all azimuths as a ray surface.

Table 1. Earthquake and station information.

Earthquake location Date Origin time Lat (◦) Lon (◦) Depth (km) Mw Antipodal station "◦

Minahassa, Indonesia 1996-1-1 08:05:10 0.729 119.931 24 7.9 IU.PTGA 179.9
Tonga trench 2009-3-19 18:17:40 − 23.043 − 174.660 31 7.6 G.TAM 179.7
N. Chile trench 2014-4-1 23:46:47 − 19.610 − 70.769 25 8.2 IC.QIZ 179.2

may be directly cross-correlated and compared—where [brackets]
henceforth indicate a correction for phase shift.

Pdiff polar phase shift

Brune (1964) & Gilbert (1976) both discussed the applicability of
the polar phase shift for normal modes. In principle, since Pdiff

may be considered as a sum of normal modes, the polar phase
shift follows naturally. Hill (1974) viewed the polar phase shift
(axial caustic) as a ray-theoretical, high-frequency phenomenon,
and noted, ‘The phase shift that occurs in the vicinity of the axial
caustic can be derived using arguments analogous to those given by
Brune et al. (1961) for the polar phase shift of surface waves on a
sphere.’

Since the polar phase shift of Pdiff has not been confirmed
theoretically—bridging from high-frequency optics to long-period
surface-waves & normal modes—we approached the problem syn-
thetically using the spectra element method (SEM; Komatitsch &
Vilotte 1998; Komatitsch et al. 2002; Komatitsch et al. 2005; Butler
& Tsuboi 2010). By directly comparing Pdiff and PKPAB computed
for a true, 3D spherical PREM model at exactly 180◦" diametrally
opposite an isotropic explosion source, we include any asymptotic,
frequency-dependent phase implicitly.

The results of this synthesis are shown in Fig. 2 for two alterna-
tives: Pdiff either is polar phase shifted π

4 (45◦) or not (0◦). Because
Pdiff and PKIKP interfere, we indirectly measure the Pdiff phase
shift via PKPAB for comparison. First, [PKPAB ]− π

2
is phase shifted

by − π
2 radians (to account for the PKPAB propagation caustic) and

compared directly with Pdiff. No correction is made for a polar phase
shift. Since [PKPAB ]− π

2
implicitly contains the π

4 polar phase shift,
the concomitant fit to Pdiff stipulates that Pdiff implicitly contains the

same polar phase shift. Alternatively, [PKPAB ]− 3π
4

is phase shifted

− 3π
4 radians correcting for both the polar phase shift and propaga-

tion caustic. Since [PKPAB ]− 3π
4

explicitly reversed the PKPAB ( π
4 )

polar phase shift, a close fit between Pdiff and [PKPAB ]− 3π
4

implies
that Pdiff lacks the polar phase shift. However, since the fit is poor
the inference is that Pdiff does have a polar phase shift.

Qualitatively, [PKPAB ]− π
2

initially overlays Pdiff, whereas [PKPAB

]− 3π
4

fits poorly. Both observation are consistent with a ( π
4 ) polar

phase shift in Pdiff at the antipode. The waveform fits may be quanti-
fied by an L2 norm. Nonetheless, using the instantaneous phase (the
complex phase of the analytic signal) gives a clearer, quantitative
demonstration of the shared phase equivalence.

Instantaneous phase (e.g. Schimmel & Paulssen 1997) is plot-
ted in Fig. 2(b). Similar to the comparison in Fig. 2(a), [PKPAB

]− π
2

overlays Pdiff, sharing the same phase relation. Furthermore,
[PKPAB ]− 3π

4
fits poorly. Therefore, the instantaneous phases indi-

cate that [PKPAB ]− π
2

overlays Pdiff and both share the same polar
phase shift. That this polar phase shift is π

4 is seen in comparison
between antipodal observations of PKIKP and PKPAB in Fig. 3, row
3. Since PKIKP experiences no polar nor propagation phase shift,
yet matches PKPAB phase shifted by (− π

2 − π
4 ) = − 3π

4 radians,
confirms the antipodal polar phase shift of π

4 for PKPAB, and hence
an antipodal polar phase shift of π

4 for Pdiff.
A question raised in review is that since PKPAB and Pdiff differ in

their frequency contents, the determination of polar phase should
filter the Pdiff to the same frequency band as the PKPAB. As a
test, we filtered both Pdiff and PKPAB using the same bandpass
filter for comparison. In all cases tested, a simple low-pass filter at
[1/20] Hz provided the best waveform and instantaneous phase fits,
corroborating the antipodal polar phase shift of π

4 for Pdiff.
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Figure 2. (a) Synthetic displacement waveform comparisons are computed for a spherical PREM Earth model by the spectral element method (SEM) in order
to resolve a potential polar phase shift in Pdiff at the antipode, " = 180◦. An isotropic explosion source with a 1 s duration is fixed at the surface. The SEM
displacement synthetic is lowpass filtered (1/20 Hz, 2 pole Butterworth). The SEM synthetic in black is windowed at the beginning of Pdiff. The red trace is
derived from the black by (1) applying a (− π

2 ) phase shift to PKPAB and (2) time shifting the PKPAB window to Pdiff. Similarly, the blue dotted trace is derived
applying a (− 3π

4 ) phase shift to PKPAB. The fit of the initial waveforms of Pdiff and [PKPAB ]− π
2

(red, −90◦ phase shifted) is excellent, even though the
amplitude scale for PKPAB (right) is a factor of 50 larger than the scale (left) for Pdiff. The fit of the initial waveform fit of Pdiff and [PKPAB ]− 3π

4
(blue dotted,

−135◦ phase shifted) is poor. The close waveform correspondence of Pdiff and [PKPAB ]− π
2

breaks down ∼ 15 s later upon arrival of shorter-period components
of PKPAB likely originating in D′′. (b) The instantaneous phase (e.g. Schimmel & Paulssen 1997) is shown, derived from the displacement components. Pdiff

(black) and [PKPAB ]− π
2

(red) overlay one another. However, Pdiff and [PKPAB ]− 3π
4

(blue dotted) compare poorly. Therefore, Pdiff and [PKPAB ]− π
2

possess

nearly the same instantaneous phase at the beginning of the Pdiff window, corroborating a Pdiff polar phase shift of ( π
4 ) at the antipode.
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Figure 3. Three velocity waveform comparisons (noted in lower right of inset) are shown for PTGA (left-hand column), TAM (centre column) and QIZ
(right-hand column). The rows show the waveform fits—correlated by their initial peaks—among the Pdiff, PKIKP and PKPAB arrivals: (top) Pdiff & PKIKP;
(middle) Pdiff & PKPAB; and (bottom) PKIKP & PKPAB. Within each inset legend, the phase shift corrections applied to PKIKP or PKPAB are indicated.
The energetic arrival of PKIKP following Pdiff is indicated by the arrow upwards. The close overlay of PKIKP with PKPAB in the bottom row shows that the
modelled (− π

2 − π
4 ) PKPAB phase shift is consistent with a ( π

4 ) polar phase shift at 180◦". Traveltime arrivals are marked for the seismic phases, computed
from model AK135 using traveltime tables interpolated for distance and depth (Kennett 2005). The 2014 Iquique earthquake in Chile (observed at QIZ) is
a complicated, complex event, whose moment-rate function was initially small for ∼ 20 s, followed by the primary energy release (Yagi et al. 2014). Hence,
AK135 arrival times appear ∼ 20 s earlier than the largest components of the source. Nonetheless, the differential traveltimes are unaffected.

E L L I P T I C I T Y

Theoretical traveltimes of PKIKP and PKPAB are predicted from
model AK135 (Kennett 2005), including corrections for depth and
ellipticity. For Pdiff we used the ellipticity correction for PKPAB,
which shares the same path as Pdiff from the mantle to CMB. For the
core-diffraction leg, Kennett & Gudmundsson (1996) note that for
the diffracted wave the change in arc length along the CMB between
a spherical and ellipsoid figure is second order in ellipticity, ε, and
may be ignored.

Waveform correlation

PKIKP, PKPAB and Pdiff waveforms and correlations are plotted
in Fig. 3 for PTGA, TAM, and QIZ. Differential times are deter-
mined by correlation of the initial signal peaks (Wysession 1996).
Measured differential traveltimes (observed and AK135 times) are
listed in Table 2. The change in Pdiff differential traveltimes without
the π

4 polar phase shift at the antipode is 2.3–2.8 s (slower).

The observation of Pdiff at PTGA located in the Amazon basin
antipodal to Suluwesi matches the waveforms of [PKIKP ]+ π

4
and

[PKPAB ]− π
2

. The Minahassa earthquake had a relatively simple
moment-rate source (USGS). The waveform match between [PKPAB

]− 3π
4

and PKIKP fits over several cycles, whereas the same respec-
tively paired with Pdiff are limited to one cycle due to the energetic
arrival of PKIKP. The frequency dependence of wave diffraction is
relatively minor: a 20 s component is only ∼ 75% of a 100 s compo-
nent. The observations of Pdiff at TAM located in Algeria antipodal
to Tonga (Fig. 3) and QIZ located on Hainan Island, China, antipo-
dal to Northern Chile (Fig. 3) match the waveforms of [PKIKP ]+ π

4

and [PKPAB ]− π
2

commensurate with PTGA.
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Table 2. Observed and AK135 differential times (s) for PKIKP, Pdiff and [PKPAB] at PTGA,
TAM and QIZ (Fig. 1).

AK135 timesa (s) PTGA TAM QIZ

[PKIKP] – Pdjff 29.8 29.7 29.7
[PKPAB] – Pdjff 146.3 146.3 146.3
[PKPAB] - PKIKP 116.5 116.6 116.6
Measured differential times PTGA TAM QIZ
[PKIKP] – Pdjff 18.8 20.1 20.2
[PKPAB] – Pdjff 136.7 137.1 135.8
[PKPAB] – PKIKP 118.0 117.1 116.4
Measured – AK135a differential times PTGA TAM QIZ
[PKIKP] – Pdjff − 11.0 − 9.6 − 9.5
[PKPAB] – Pdiff Pdjff − 9.6 − 9.2 − 10.5
[PKPAB] – PKIKP 1.5 0.5 − 0.2
aCorrected for ellipticity; [brackets] indicate phase shift corrected, see Fig. 3 legends and text.

Figure 4. The Pdiff Fresnel zone is projected as a striped surface for the 1996 antipodal pair: PTGA, yellow pin; Minahassa earthquake, red wavelet. The
yellow minor arcs mark the propagation path of the Pdiff ray sheet in D′′, highlighted at 5◦ intervals. The left-hand figures are rotated slightly to enhance the
curvature.
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Figure 5. Tetrahedral views of Pdiff coverage of the CMB plot of the overlapping Fresnel zones for the three diametral axes. Centre of projections clockwise
from top left: (90◦ 0◦), (−30◦ 0◦), (−30◦, 120◦) and (−30◦ −120◦). Individual ray sheets are plotted with 5◦ ray spacing, where yellow corresponds with
PTGA–Brazil, green is for TAM–Tonga and cyan is for QIZ–North Chile. Note the slivers without coverage outlined in orange east of South America (top
right) and northeast of Australia (lower left). The combined Pdiff coverage by PTGA, TAM and QIZ encompasses 99.5% of the CMB and D′′.

Table 3. Ray parameter and apparent velocity comparison for antipodal Pdiff.

Measure Antipodal Pdiff Sylvander et al. (1997) Euler & Wysession (2017)

Ray parameter s deg−1 ± 2σ

S.E.M.
4.65 ± 0.01 4.62 ± 0.80 4.63 ± 0.11

Apparent vdiff km s−1 13.05 13.15 13.12
Coverage Global Primarily Northern Hemisphere Dominantly Northern Hemisphere

Consistency of PKIKP, PKPABand Pdiff traveltimes

We may estimate the self-consistency of these differential travel-
times by comparing the three observations:

(P K PAB − P K I K P) + (P K I K P − Pdiff )

− (P K PAB − Pdiff ) ∼= 0 ? (1)

For PTGA and TAM, the measurements are both consistent to
≤ 0.1 s, whereas for QIZ the internal consistency is ≈0.75 s. The

larger value for QIZ may reflect the greater source complexity of
the Iquique earthquake and larger relative distance antipodal to the
region of greatest fault slip.

Paths: Pdiff at CMB and PKPAB in the mid-outer core

The PKPAB – Pdiff time (Fig. 1) is the difference between the time
along the outer core path (KAB) and path of diffracted P in D′′

near the CMB (termed Ddiff for convenience). The mantle paths
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(P), which are nearly identical, are thereby subtracted. This gross
earth datum is independent of an Earth model. To separate the
contributions of Ddiff from KAB, we must resort to an Earth model.
This is reasonable since the outer core is considered to be laterally
homogeneous and well mixed (e.g. Stevenson 1987).

Since traveltimes are most sensitive to the ray parameter at its
turning point, allocating part of the differential time to KAB, which
bottoms in the middle of the Outer Core, implies that the Core
velocity is modified The middle of the Outer Core is far from
the possible heterogeneity at the CMB and IOCB. Multiple seismic
phases have the same ray parameter and bottom at the same depth as
PKPAB—including PKKSab and SKKPab(142◦), SKPab and PKSab
(140◦), SKSac (105◦) and PKKPab (107◦), SKKSac (175◦)—and
thereby constrain the PKPAB (180◦) velocity at its turning point.

SmKSAC phases (i.e. SKS, SKKS, etc.) predominantly sample the
uppermost outer core. Researchers (Lay & Young 1990; Garnero
& Helmberger 1995; Tanaka 2007; Alexandrakis & Eaton 2010;
Kaneshima 2018) have inferred minor heterogeneity—somewhat
lower velocities in the upper 100 km compared with PREM. At the
bottom of the Outer Core, some heterogeneity has been proposed in
the ‘F layer’ (Butler & Tsuboi 2010; Ohtaki et al. 2018). Nonethe-
less, there is no significant evidence for heterogeneity within the
middle of the Outer Core (e.g. Morelli & Dziewonski 1987; Souriau
et al. 2003; Dai & Song 2008).

The arc-length of the KAB and Ddiff segments depend upon the
radius of the CMB and the distance " d at which mantle P first
touches the core. The edge of the core shadow zone is frequency
dependent as it depends on the gradient in D′′, which varies sig-
nificantly. Modeling nuclear explosion sources with synthetic seis-
mograms, Ruff & Helmberger (1982) measured the edge of the
core shadow beneath the northern polar region to be "d = 95.5◦.
Young & Lay (1989) confirm the measurement and extended the
methodology to earthquakes, finding "d ∼ 95◦ in the northern po-
lar region, "d ∼ 90◦ beneath the Alaskan peninsular region, and
"d ∼ 90◦ in the near-equatorial Pacific southeast of Hawai‘i. Each
of these measurements are appropriate for a frequency of T = 1 s.
The best global estimate, although under sampled, is the mean of
the three regions "d = 91.8◦ ± 3.2. Hence the CMB arc-length of
the annular ray sheet for antipodal Pdiff is 180◦ − 91.8◦ = 88.2◦.
Thus, Pshadow = P↘ + P↗ = P(91.8◦), where P↘ and P↗ are the
downward and upward mantle paths, respectively.

P K PAB = P↘ + K AB + P↗ (2)

Pdiff = P↘ + Ddiff + P↗ (3)

Presuming for now that the PKPAB traveltime from AK135 is
unchanged allocates all of the time shift into Pdiff, the path elements
for PTGA are:

{P K PAB−Pdiff }measured = {P↘+K AB+P↗}AK135

−{P↘AK135+Ddiff+P↗AK135} (4)

{P K PAB − Pdiff }measured = {P K PAB}AK135

−{Pshadow}AK135 − Ddiff (5)

Ddiff = {P K PAB}AK135 − {P K PAB − Pdiff }measured

−{Pshadow}AK135 (6)

{P K PAB}AK135 = 1329.1 s (7)

{P K PAB − Pdiff }measured = 136.7 s (8)

{Pshadow}AK135 = 789.8 s (9)

Ddiff = 402.6 s (10)

Arclength of Ddiff = 2πrc
88.2◦

360◦ = 5257 km (11)

The outer core radius rc = 3480 km. The apparent velocity of the
diffracted propagation vdiff ≈13.052 km s−1. The apparent velocity
is not sensitive to the exact shadow zone boundary as the derivative
dvdiff

d"
≈0. For example, choosing "d = 98◦ (e.g. Hosseini & Karin

Sigloch 2015) gives the same vdiff within 0.1% as for "d = 91.8◦.

Fresnel zone of Pdiff

The breadth of the Fresnel zone of Pdiff has been considered in
several studies (Wysession 1996; Sylvander et al. 1997; Butler 1998;
Hosseini & Sigloch 2015; Euler & Wysession 2017; Hosseini et al.
2019). At the antipode, the Fresnel zone at the CMB encompasses
an annular zone between the small circles which define the entry
and exit of PKPAB at the CMB. For PTGA the Fresnel zone is
shown in Fig. 4 reflects the substantial coverage of the CMB at the
antipode. However, the near-source and near-receiver ‘caps’ of the
zone are not sampled. The two additional antipodal pairs, TAM–
Tonga and QIZ–Chile, provide independent corroboration of the
insights gained from PTGA, and more importantly, coverage of the
CMB missed by PTGA Pdiff (see Fig. 5).

D I S C U S S I O N

Gross Earth datum

For the three independent paths (ranging 135.8–137.1 s in Table 2),
the mean differential observed P K PAB − Pdiff antipodal time is
136.5 s—a gross Earth datum. This time averages 9.7 s faster than
AK135.

Variance using PKPAB or PKIKP as reference phase for
Pdiff

The variance in antipodal differential times is 50 per cent greater for
[PKPAB ]− 3π

4
− P K I K P than for [PKPAB ]− π

2
− Pdiff . Similarly,

the variance of [ P K I K P]+ π
4

− Pdiff is also 50% greater for than
for [PKPAB ]− π

2
− Pdi f f This is not unexpected, and illustrates that

PKIKP is affected by mantle heterogeneity. Among the diametral
axes, the range of [PKPAB ]− 3π

4
− P K I K P times is greatest (1.6 s)

between QIZ and PTGA axes, which are only ∼ 21◦ separated, and
have substantially overlapping coverage of the CMB, which again
suggests that the mantle contribution to the variance is larger when
employing PKIKP as the reference phase. In contrast, the TAM–
Tonga diametral axis is rotated ∼ 85◦ from QIZ–Chile, and thereby
gives complementary coverage. Nonetheless, in this latter instance
the [PKPAB ]− 3π

4
− P K I K P times differ by only 0.5 s.
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Ray parameter and apparent velocity

Mean apparent velocities (13.052 km s−1) may be converted to
ray parameter (slowness) by p = 2πrc

360 vdiff
= 4.654 s deg−1. Incor-

porating the uncertainty in timing of [PKPAB ]− π
2

− Pdiff , the 2σ

standard error in the ray parameter is 4 .654 ± 0.01 s deg−1.
With coverage primarily in the Northern Hemisphere, Sylvander

et al. (1997) measured slowness of 4.62 ± 0.80 s deg−1 for Pdiff-
P out to 135◦" with respected to PREM, using P-wave picks (T
= 1 s) from the International Seismological Centre (ISC). This
slowness is equivalent to an apparent velocity of 13.147 km s−1

for CMB diffraction. Euler & Wysession (2017) measured Pdiff-
P residuals with respect to PREM for CMB diffraction profiles
largely out to 20◦" into the core shadow zone from filtered (25–
80 s) waveforms—this passband more closely approximates 20 s
low-pass filtered antipodal Pdiff data. For Pdiff, the mean of the
ray parameter distribution is 4.63 ± 0.11 s ◦"−1, or 13.118 km
s−1 apparent velocity. Euler & Wysession (2017) note the close
correspondence in ray parameter with the Sylvander et al. (1997)
results and the larger uncertainty of the 1 Hz data. Table 3 compares
the results of Sylvander et al. (1997), Euler & Wysession (2017)
and our antipodal results.

Hemispheric coverage

The combined coverage of PTGA, TAM, and QIZ envelopes is
> 99% of D′′ and the CMB (Fig. 5). The Sylvander et al. (1997)
and—to a lesser extent—the Euler & Wysession (2017) studies are
dominated by the northern hemisphere data. Whereas the antipodal
Pdiff is implicitly global, the Pdiff coverage of Euler & Wysession
(2017) is substantially global but has many more paths in the north-
ern hemisphere than in the southern hemisphere.

Let the global mean apparent velocity (13.052 km s−1) for an-
tipodal Pdiff represents the ‘true’ global average (SHEMI + NHEMI)/2,

and that the Euler & Wysession (2017) results define the mean
for the northern hemisphere (NHEMI), we then estimate (SHEMI) =
2 × 13.052 − (NHEMI) = 12.986 km s−1. For this example, the
mean Pdiff velocity in the Southern Hemisphere is ∼ 1% less than
that for Northern Hemisphere. Without making a hemispheric as-
sumption, if C defines the coverage of Euler & Wysession (2017),
and C̄ is the global complement to that coverage, then C + C̄ = G.
Since the mean ray parameters for G (4.65 ± 0.01 s deg−1) and C
(4.63 ± 0.11 s deg−1) are the same within the uncertainty, it neces-
sarily follows that for C̄ the mean ray parameter p ≈4.64 s deg−1.

Therefore, although we cannot illuminate CMB D′′ fine structure
with Pdiff, the antipodal view afforded by Pdiff and PKPAB provides
for a strong constraint on its global, mean velocity characteristics. It
follows that the heterogeneities characteristic of CMB D′′ observed
where good seismological coverage is available may also be ascribed
where coverage has been lacking.

C O N C LU S I O N S

Observations of antipodal Pdiff encompass 99% of the CMB and
D′′, and provide a global framework for determining properties
of the CMB. Results are presented from three antipodal, indepen-
dent event–station pairs: Minahassa, Indonesia to PTGA Brazil;
Tonga trench to TAM Algeria; and Iquique, Chile to QIZ China.
The mean of the three independent, P K PAB − Pdiff observations is
136.5 ± 0.6 s—a gross Earth datum. This time averages 9.7 s faster
than AK135.

SEM analysis of Pdiff confirms a π
4 polar phase shift at 180◦".

Sharing common mantle propagation paths, PKPAB is superior to
PKIKP as reference phase for Pdiff. The variance in antipodal dif-
ferential times is 50% greater for P K PAB − P K I K P than for
P K PAB − Pdiff .

The mean global, antipodal Pdiff apparent velocity is nominally
identical to mean observations dominated by Northern Hemisphere
paths, indicating that complementary, southern hemisphere paths
have a comparable, mean Pdiff apparent velocity. The seismic veloc-
ity constraints afforded by antipodal Pdiff and P K PAB suggest that
the heterogeneous processes already observed in D′′ may be broadly
ascribed where D′′ coverage has been lacking.
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